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Abstract
This paper summarizes our efforts in the NIST Language
Recognition Evaluations 2022 resulting in systems providing
competitive performance. We provide both the description and
analysis of the systems. We describe what data we have used to
train our models, and we follow with embedding extractors and
backend classifiers. After covering the architecture, we concen-
trate on post-evaluation analysis. We compare different topolo-
gies of DNN, different backend classifiers, and the impact of the
data used to train them. We also report results with XLS-R pre-
trained models. We present the performance of the systems in
the Fixed condition, where participants are required to use only
predefined data sets, and also in the Open condition allowing to
use any data to train the systems.
Index Terms: language detection, language recognition, em-
bedding extractor, LRE, NIST

1. Introduction
It has been five years since the previous NIST LRE in 2017 [1,
2], where we have seen the dominance of systems based on i-
vectors [2, 3] with multilingual bottleneck features [4, 5, 6].
Later in 2018, the trend in language identification followed the
speaker recognition field [7, 8, 9] with systems based on DNN
embeddings [10, 11, 12].

NIST LRE 2022 defined two conditions - fixed and open. In
the fixed condition, only data allowed by NIST could be used so
that all systems could be compared from the technology point
of view. For this condition, most systems were based on DNN
embedding extractors. The second condition is open, where any
data could be used. Here, the best systems used embedding ex-
tractors built on top of self-supervised pre-trained models [13].

In our submission to NIST LRE2022, we used DNN em-
bedding extractors with different topologies and compared them
to XLS-R pre-trained models [13]. We provide a comprehensive
description of the systems, calibration, and fusion followed by
results.

The analysis part of the paper compares the systems from
NIST LRE 2017 and 2022, the performance of several DNN
embedding extractors, shows the superiority of multilingual
pre-trained XLS-R models and proves the importance of the de-
velopment set with data from the target domain. For the fixed
condition, it was the first evaluation where we did not have the
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data from target languages available for the embedding extrac-
tor training, therefore, it was more similar to the open-set style
training, where we have to build a general embedding extractor.

2. Data
The results and analysis in this paper are linked to the 2022
NIST language recognition evaluation (LRE22), the 9th edi-
tion of an ongoing language recognition evaluation series that
started in 1996.

The LRE22 eval set contains 14 target languages [14].
The emphasis is on African languages, including low-resource
ones. The duration of the files is randomly sampled between 5
and 30 sec. The sampling frequency is 8kHz. The data were
collected from 2 different sources (Conversational Telephone
Speech (CTS) and Broadcast Narrow Band Speech (BNBS))
and from 3 different collections, recorded outside of North
America [14].

The LRE22 dev set is a small development set with the
same properties as the LRE22 eval set. All speech files are cuts
from 30 recordings per target language, where each recording
comes from a unique speaker. This set was the only evidence of
the data for the target languages, and we used it to train the clas-
sification backend. For development, we split it into 2 halves
(each containing 15 unique speakers per language) and used one
for training and the other for performance monitoring.

For the training data in Fixed condition, we utilized all
data supplied by NIST (training and development).The only
allowed data according to the evaluation plan [14] were train-
ing, development, and test data from NIST LRE 2017 (14 lan-
guages) and VoxLingua107 (a set of 107 languages [15]).

Training data in Open condition allowed using any data.
We have constructed 2 sets of corpora for training or fine-
tuning. The details and statistics of are in Table 1.

Set 1 contains data from: KALAKA [16], OGI multi-
language [17], OGI 22 languages [17], ADI17 [18], ELRA
SpeechDat(E) [19], MSIL18 [20], Radio Free Europe [21] and
data from projects - LORELEI [22], MATERIAL [23], WEL-
COME [24].

Set 2 contains data from: Mozilla CommonVoice [25], Pri-
vate Phonexia call-center data (1100 hours, 87k utterances, 13
languages), and LDC dataset [17] - QT Levantine Arabic, Gulf
Arabic CTS, GALE Arabic Broadcast, GALE Chinese Broad-
cast, RuSTeN (Russian), CIEMPIESS (Spanish)

Both sets contain these datasets: VoxLingua107 [15],
LWAZI [26], Voice of America [27], BABEL project data [17],
and the data from LDC [17] - Callfriend, Callhome, FAE, Fisher
English and Levantine Arabic, HKUST Mandarin, NIST LRE
& SRE data.

We constructed BUT dev set because the LRE 2022 de-
velopment set contained only the 30 unique recording sessions.
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Table 1: Statistics of training data.

Database Closed Set Open Set
NIST LRE 2017 VoxLingua Set 1 Set 2

# languages 14 107 106 135
# files 45k 2537k 730k 2864k
# hours 1013 5509 9730 14764

We, therefore, decided to create our own set to train the back-
end for the open condition. This set contains 14 target lan-
guages coming from several sources: LWAZI [26], ADI17 [18],
LORELEI [22], NIST LRE 2015 [28], NIST SRE 2017 [1] and
data from Voice of America [27]. It has 8491 recordings, 34
hours of speech after energy-based VAD. For most of the lan-
guages, we have between 20 to 120 minutes of data.

3. Systems
All our systems include an embedding extractor paradigm
trained on data respecting the target condition (fixed or open)
and a backend (Gaussian Linear Classifier (GLC) or Proba-
bilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA)) trained on the
LRE22 dev data. This section describes the individual systems
listed in Table 2. The first part of the table shows the results
of individual systems and fusion for the fixed condition. The
second part is dedicated to the open condition. In each sys-
tem, the DNN-based embedding extractor is trained to discrim-
inate between languages in the training set (e.g. using AAM
loss), where the number of training languages differs for the
fixed condition and open condition. We provide high-level in-
formation in this section and focus more on the next experiment
section. See [29] for more information about how the systems
were trained and detailed parameter settings.

The input to all systems is 8kHz speech (downsampled if
necessary). The only exceptions are systems based on XLS-
R, which is pre-trained on 16kHz data. For these systems, we
resampled training data to 16kHz.

During the development, we used only half of the LRE22
dev set for training the backend and calibration parameters. The
second half was used to track the performance. However, for
the final submission, the systems were retrained on the whole
LRE22 dev set. The effect on the performance is reported in
Table 2 and described in Section 4.

The task for LRE 2022 is to provide an output in the form of
a vector of log-likelihood scores, one score per target language
which is a task of a backend classifier (GLC, PLDA). The eval-
uation metric – the cost Cprimary – is given by LRE evaluation
plan [14]. Note that Cprimary is a calibration-sensitive metric;
thus, we report both the cost with the analytically set threshold
minimizing the fusions risk (actC) and the minimum of the cost
achieved by setting the threshold in an oracle way (minC).

If not stated otherwise, we used energy-based VAD. Our
VAD does not use any training data and, therefore, can be used
for the fixed condition. We train 1D Gaussian Mixture model
(GMM) in an unsupervised fashion for each test file on the se-
quence of frames energies. The GMM has 3 Gaussian com-
ponents. We then discard the frames assigned to the Gaussian
representing the lowest energy frames in the recording.

3.1. DNN embeddings
3.1.1. Fixed condition – ResNet34-CE, ResNet34-AAM,
ResNet34-2head
All models are based on the same backbone architecture derived
from the standard computer vision model [30]. As opposed to
the original ResNet34, the first convolution has a kernel size of

3 and a stride of 1. Statistics are projected to 256-dimensional
embeddings.

The models differ in the training objective. ResNet34-
CE was trained with a softmax (cross-entropy) loss, whereas,
for ResNet34-AAM, we used additive angular margin loss
(AAM) [31] with a margin set to 0 and a scale to 30. Both
ResNet34-CE and ResNet34-AAM were trained on the VoxLin-
gua107 dataset [15]. We did not apply VAD for VoxLingua107
corpus. Development and evaluation data of the challenge con-
tain fine-grained labels (at the level of dialects), which contra-
dicts the coarse-grained labels of VoxLingua107 (e.g., for En-
glish and Arabic languages). To allow the ResNet34-AAM net-
work to learn more than one representation per VoxLingua107
languages, we adopted sub-center ArcFace [32] with 3 sub-
centers.

ResNet34-2head optimized the same AAM loss as
ResNet34-AAM and also utilized 3 sub-centers for each class.
Contrary to previous systems, it was trained on VoxLingua107
and NIST LRE 2017 datasets. They contain labels of differ-
ent granularity (e.g. VoxLingua107 has one class Arabic while
NIST LRE 2017 distinguishes 4 of Arabic dialects.). To tackle
this issue, the model has two classification heads (one for each
corpus). Head and example correspondence to the dataset is
taken into account when evaluating the loss.
3.1.2. Fixed condition – ResNet100
The ResNet100 system was inspired by the speaker ID system
from [33] with a different number of output channels for each
stage (32, 64, 128, 256). In each ResNet block, the frequency-
wise Sqeeze-Excitation (fwSE) [34] block was incorporated
with a bottleneck size of 128. Frame-by-frame ResNet out-
puts are aggregated with statistics pooling and projected to 256-
dimensional embedding. We applied data augmentation during
training using MUSAN [35] and RIR [36] corpora.

The system was trained for 3 epochs on Voxlingua107 with
AM-softmax loss1. We set the margin to 0 and the scale to 32.
The learning rate was scheduled in the same way as in [33].
3.1.3. Fixed condition – ECAPA-TDNN
As an alternative to ResNet systems, we trained also ECAPA-
TDNN [37] where we followed the recipe from SpeechBrain2.
The model contains approximately 14M parameters and is
trained with AAM loss and the margin set to 0 to discriminate
between the languages in the training set for fixed conditions.
3.1.4. Fixed condition – RepVGG
The system based on the RepVGG architecture utilizes the B1
variant from [38]. The training setup and parameters are the
same as in the training of ResNet100 except for batch size,
which is 380.
3.1.5. Open condition – ResNet101
The ResNet101 model is, in essence, a scaled-up version of
ResNet34 networks. Due to increased GPU memory require-
ments, each minibatch contained 32 examples. Input feature
extraction is equivalent to that for ResNet34 models. The model
was trained using the training data Set 1 described in Section 2
and Table 1 with the AAM loss with a margin of 0 and a scale
of 30.
3.1.6. Open condition – XLSR Models
For the open condition, we used two systems based on pre-
trained XLS-R-1B [13], downloaded from HuggingFace3. We
finetune the systems as language classifiers with TDNN. We

1 However, with margin 0, AAM and AM-softmax loss are the same.
2 https://github.com/speechbrain/speechbrain/
3 https://huggingface.co/facebook/wav2vec2-xls-r-1b
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adopted TDNN architecture from [39]. The systems are fine-
tuned with the softmax loss with Adam [40] optimizer. The only
difference between our two XLS-R systems is the learning rate
used in training. The systems ware trained on Set 2 described
in Section 2 and Table 1. The details of the training procedure,
together with parameter settings, are reported in [anonymized].

For embedding extraction, we upsample the data to 16kHz
and process them with a sliding window of maximal length 20s.
We scan the whole utterance by shifting the window by 2s and
then average embeddings obtained from all windows.

3.2. Classifiers
The NIST LRE 2022 protocol required that the participants sub-
mit their system outputs in the form of log-likelihood scores,
one score per target language. For the majority of our systems,
the log-likelihood scores were evaluated using Gaussian Linear
Classifier (GLC) [41]. This model assumes that the DNN em-
beddings for each language follow Gaussian distribution. Each
Gaussian is assumed to have a language-dependent mean vector,
and fixed covariance matrix shared across all languages. The
parameters of GLC are Maximum-Likelihood estimated on the
development data. In all cases, we use half of the LRE22 dev set
to estimate the GLC parameters. For ResNet34 systems from
the fixed condition and ResNet101 from the open condition, the
training data were expanded by including the embeddings ex-
tracted from the augmented version of the LRE22 dev set (one
augmented utterance per one original). Finally, for ResNet101
embeddings, we trained a second GLC backend (see line 12 in
Table 2) on the augmented version of the LRE22 dev set and
BUTdev utterances.

Unlike all the other systems, the embeddings extracted from
the XLS-R-1b (3e-6) model were modeled using a Probabilis-
tic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA) model [42]. In this
case, we train the PLDA on half of the LRE22 dev set using
language labels. Then, to generate the vector of scores, each of
the test utterances is scored against 14 “enrolled models”. Each
enrolled model is composed of training utterances belonging to
the same language. We average the embeddings from the enroll-
ment segments sharing the same session id (i.e., are cuts from
one original LRE22 dev recording of one speaker). The final
score (playing the role of the required log-likelihood score) for
each language is the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) score for the
multi-enroll/single-test verification trial, with the number of en-
rollment segments equal to the number of sessions used from a
given language (i.e. 15 when half of the LRE22 dev set is used).

For most of the systems, before training the back-end (GLC
or PLDA), we reduce the dimensionality of the embeddings
by Principal Component Analysis (PCA); the respective target
PCA dimensionalities are reported in Table 2. For some of the
embeddings, the target dimensionality after PCA was selected
automatically: there was an obvious gap in the eigenvalues of
the covariance matrix estimated on the training data, i.e., some
dimensions had very little variability compared to the others.

For the embeddings where we did not observe a similar
pattern (that is, if the eigenvalues were “smoothly” increasing
when sorted), we experimented with several options for PCA
dimensionality and selected the one performing the best on the
held-out development set.

3.3. Calibration and fusion
After retrieving the scores from the individual systems, we pro-
ceeded with two additional steps: calibration and fusion.

We utilize Logistic Regression (LR) calibration: a single
scalar and a vector of offsets (one per language) are learned

Figure 1: Trend of the performance of different numbers of sys-
tems in the fusion on the evaluation data.

by optimizing the cross-entropy objective. During model de-
velopment, we trained the calibration parameters on half of the
LRE22 dev set and tested the performance on the held-out half
of the development set. The calibration parameters are learned
on the same data that were used to train the backend classifier.
When training the final model for the submission, we used the
whole LRE22 dev set for both backend and calibration training.

The calibration stage was applied to all of the systems sub-
mitted to the fixed condition and to two systems eligible for the
open condition: SBN i-vector [3] and one of ResNet101. The
remaining three systems submitted to the open condition were
not calibrated due to the low amount of errors that they had on
our calibration set.

In all cases, the fusion step did not require training any pa-
rameters and consisted of averaging the (calibrated) scores from
the individual systems.

4. Experiments and analysis
In this section, we analyze and comment on numerous experi-
ments that we performed with our systems during LRE22 dev
and in the post-evaluation period. Primarily, we report results
on the LRE22 evaluation dataset.

Our primary submission to fixed condition was a fusion of
4 systems. Lines 1 to 4 in Table 2 show separate systems fused
to Primary submission (line 7) with minC = 0.191. There
is a 20% relative gain from the fusion compared to the single
best system. Contrastive submission (line 8) is a fusion of 6
systems (line 1 to 6). Performance of the fusion as a function
of number of fused systems (Figure 1) shows that most of the
gain comes from the first two systems. The single best system
is a ResNet34-2head with minC = 0.228. Using 2 heads (one
trained on Voxlingua and the second on NIST LRE2017 data)
brings 25% relative improvement over the ResNet34-AAM.

The second half of Table 2 shows the results in the Open
condition. Here, the primary submission (line 14) is a fusion of
the two XLS-R models with different learning rates and back-
ends (lines 9 and 10) and one ResNet101 (line 11). We see a
15% relative gain compared to the single best system.

For comparison, we also report the performance of our sin-
gle best system (ivectors extracted from multilingual bottleneck
features) that was submitted to the previous NIST LRE 2017
(line 13 from Table 2). We can see 70% relative improvement
brought by the single best XLS-R system reported on line 10 in
Table 2.

In Table 2, we can see that all systems perform better on the
LRE22 eval set than on the LRE22 dev set. The main reason for
this is that the backend is trained only on half of the LRE22
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Table 2: Performance of the submitted systems on half of the LRE 2022 development set and on the evaluation set. The systems marked
with ”*” are submitted as contrastive single systems.

Embeddings Back-end Calibration 1⁄2 LRE DEV 22 LRE 22 EVAL
minC actC minC actC

Fi
xe

d
co

nd
iti

on

1* ResNet100 PCA 117, GLC LR 0.294 0.314 0.250 0.256
2 RepVGG PCA 117, GLC LR 0.340 0.373 0.266 0.275
3 ResNet34-CE PCA 100, GLC LR 0.330 0.354 0.268 0.275
4 ResNet34-2head GLC LR 0.274 0.296 0.228 0.239
5 ResNet34-AAM PCA 100, GLC LR 0.313 0.329 0.283 0.284
6 ECAPA-TDNN PCA 100, GLC LR 0.409 0.458 0.342 0.354
7 Primary submission 1+2+3+4 0.235 0.243 0.191 0.193
8 Contrastive submission 1+2+3+4+5+6 0.236 0.244 0.193 0.194

O
pe

n
co

nd
iti

on 9* XLS-R-1b LR=1e-6 PCA 100, GLC - 0.113 0.123 0.102 0.110
10 XLS-R-1b LR=3e-6 PCA 300, PLDA - 0.114 0.130 0.095 0.104
11 ResNet101 PCA 151, GLC - 0.167 0.182 0.152 0.163
12* ResNet101 PCA 151, GLC(+BUTdev) LR 0.172 0.181 0.148 0.152
13* LRE 2017 BUT BabelSBN ivectors [3] PCA 100, GLC LR 0.379 0.392 0.307 0.310
14 Primary submission 9+10+11 0.097 0.108 0.082 0.088

Table 3: Analysis of the backend training set for system
ResNet34-AAM with PCA100 and GLC backend without cali-
bration. Results are on the NIST LRE 2022 evaluation data. For
systems using LRE17, the GLC covariance matrix is an average
between covariances estimated on LRE17 and LRE22 dev.

Backend training set minC actC
1⁄2 LRE22 dev 0.358 0.403
1⁄2 LRE22 dev + augs 0.342 0.372
1⁄2 LRE22 dev + LRE17 0.341 0.376
LRE22 dev 0.304 0.325
LRE22 dev + augs 0.297 0.310
LRE22 dev + augs + LRE17 0.297 0.308

dev set, as we report the performance on the other half. Table 3
shows that about 20% relative degradation in performance is ob-
served also for LRE22 eval set when training the GLC backend
on only half of the LRE22 dev set.

Table 3 also analyzes two strategies for obtaining more ro-
bust estimates of the GLC backend parameters. The first strat-
egy is to train the GLC also on the augmented LRE22 dev set.
The within-class covariance matrix accounts for most of the pa-
rameters representing the GLC backend. Therefore, the second
strategy is to obtain a robust estimate of the covariance matrix
by interpolating the one estimated on LRE22 dev set with an-
other estimated on many embeddings (including non-target lan-
guages) extracted from NIST LRE 2017 data. The best option is
to use the whole NIST LRE22 dev set with one set of different
augmentations.

Table 4 reports the results of our effort with XLS-R sys-
tems. The change in learning rate in training (first 2 rows) does
not have much effect on the performance. By changing the clas-
sifier from GLC to PLDA, we see a small improvement for a

Table 4: Analysis of calibration for open condition. Results are
on the NIST LRE 2022 evaluation data.

# System minC actC

1 XLS-R-1b LR=1e-6, GLC 0.102 0.110
2 XLS-R-1b LR=3e-6, GLC 0.103 0.114
3 XLS-R-1b LR=3e-6, PLDA 0.095 0.104
4 avg fusion (1+2) 0.091 0.098
5 avg fusion (1+3) 0.085 0.092

Table 5: Effect of not having the NIST LRE 2022 development
set. The results are with ResNet 101 on open condition and
embedding reduction with PCA to 151 on the LRE22 eval set.

Backend LRE2022 eval set
ResNet 101, PCA151 minC actC

GLC(LRE22dev) 0.152 0.163
GLC(LRE22dev+BUT dev) 0.148 0.152

GLC(BUT dev) 0.736 0.836

single system. The most gain, however, comes from the fusion
of these two changes. Fusing systems where we have different
learning rates and different backends (line 5) has 10% relative
improvement over the single system (line 3). Fusing the system
with different learning rates and the same backend yield only
4% relative improvement.

During the post-analysis, we tried to answer the question
from the LRE22 workshop - ”Do we need a small portion of
target domain data for system development?” We constructed
BUT dev set from the available data given the target languages.
We excluded this data from the embedding extractor training
and trained a new ResNet101 system for open condition.

Table 5 compares the systems where the GLC backend is
trained only on target domain LRE22 dev set (first row), only
on the BUT dev set without the target domain data (last row) or
on both (middle row). The system that has not seen the target
domain data is 5 times worse than the one which has seen this
data. These results show that for good performance, we need
to see at least a small portion of the target domain data in the
backend. The results also suggest that our embedding extrac-
tor is not robust enough against channel, or the data we have
composed in BUT dev set is too far from the target domain.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we summarized our efforts for the NIST LRE
2022. We trained the systems for fixed and closed conditions.
This evaluation showed the superiority of pre-trained models
such as XLS-R, we obtained more than 30% relative gain over
the state-of-the-art ResNet embeddings. On the LRE22 task
(open condition), our best single system developed for LRE22
shows a 70% relative improvement over our best single system
developed for LRE17. The official results of all submitted sys-
tems to NIST LRE 2022 evaluation are published in [43].
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